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FRS 102 key themes
Following two reporting cycles for FRS 102 we have taken the opportunity to reflect on
key themes and challenges coming out of the application of the standard.
General comments

Accounting policies disclosures

The convenience of having one accounting standard, in

We have found that in some cases, companies which

a convenient searchable format, that covers the large

had well-tailored accounting policy wording under old

majority of UK GAAP preparers (including small

UK GAAP have reverted to using boilerplate portions of

non-micro entities) can hardly be overstated.

wording taken directly from FRS 102.

The standard generally meshes well with company law

Companies should be as specific as possible when

requirements, with cross-references where appropriate.

describing their accounting policies under FRS 102. The

One area of possible challenge is with regards to

disclosure is not intended to repeat what the standard

terminology in primary statement formats, where FRS

says but to describe how it applies to the entity’s own

102 acknowledges the differences between it and the

circumstances. This is a thought process the company

Accounts Regulations but does not actually provide

will have had to go through anyway on transition so this

guidance on how best to reconcile them. In our view,

is about articulating that thought process.

this is not an issue where there are terms that actually
mean the same thing (for example ‘Stocks’ and

Perhaps the most frequent examples of this are in

‘Inventories’). However, ‘cash and cash equivalents’ and

revenue recognition, likely to be one of the main focus

‘cash at bank and in hand’, for example, do not

areas for any reader and often blandly worded, and

necessarily mean the same thing. Any entity for which

financial instruments, which sometimes discuss at

they are different would need to explain any differences.

some length types of instrument the company does
not even have.

Primary statements
Many entities have taken advantage of the option for a

The FRC has indicated that it will be more inclined in the

single statement of comprehensive income in FRS 102.

future to criticise companies for unnecessary disclosure,

In our experience it has been less common for entities to

as well as insufficient disclosure. Accounting policies can

take advantage of the statement of income and retained

be a prime example of this.

earnings option, although it is fair to say that for most
entities and most accounting periods this will be

Judgements and estimation uncertainty

available, and further reduces the number of primary

FRS 102 brought in disclosure requirements for key

statements required.

management judgements and sources of estimation
uncertainty. Awareness of this has been mixed and the

One issue we do encounter is use of the term

difference between the two not always appreciated.

‘exceptional items’. The standard does not use the term
‘exceptional items’ (although there is a concept of

An estimate is characterised by management having

separately disclosable material items) and great care

incomplete or imperfect information, often relating to

should be taken when using this term. A definition

the future. Examples might include a warranty provision

within the accounting policies note is required.

or a fair value calculation involving a projection of
future earnings.

The simplification of cash flow statements compared to
previous UK GAAP has been welcome. We sometimes

Judgements, on the other hand, tend to involve

see cash flow statements which do not include required

situations where management has the relevant

items though, for example taxation and foreign

information, but has to weigh a number of potentially

exchange movements in respect of cash and bank

conflicting factors in arriving at an accounting decision.

balances.

Examples might include determining whether control
exists and hence whether a company should be
consolidated where this is not obvious, or determining
whether a particular lease is operating or finance.
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Financial instruments

into arrangements for the first time which will require

A frequently queried item in accounts to be produced

effective interest accounting so we expect this to

under FRS 102 is intercompany loans. Quite often these

continue to be relevant. Similar comments apply for fair

are made at non-market rates of interest, which means

valuing of equity investments. Attempts are often made

under FRS 102 they are treated as financing

to justify accounting for these at cost when the limited

transactions. Calculating the correct double entry then

criteria for this in FRS 102 are not met. It is also not

involves determining what a market rate of interest

always appreciated that the option for accounting at fair

would be for the entity receiving the loan, which is not

value with changes through other comprehensive

always straightforward. Considering this question will

income (except for subsidiaries, associates and joint

focus directors’ attention on their cost of capital, which

ventures) no longer exists.

is in any case a key metric for financial management.

Investment property
Although not explicitly set out in the standard, we

There has been some resistance to the fact that changes

would expect that accounting for these items under FRS

in the fair value of investment property go through

102 would result in more capital contributions being

profit or loss and not other comprehensive income, on

recognised.

the grounds that this is not seen as an operational item.
Nonetheless, the standard is very clear on this.

Another question that arises concerns the repayment of
such loans. Many intercompany arrangements are not

Intangible assets

formally documented. The legal position is that where

The criteria for recognising intangible assets are less

terms have not been defined, loans are repayable on

strict under FRS 102 than for UK GAAP, including both

demand. The borrowing party thus recognises the

internally generated assets and assets acquired in a

liability in full as current. The lender however needs to

business combination.

take into account when the loan can realistically be
repaid and may need to discount. The arrangement may

For a number of companies, software development

therefore not simply eliminate on consolidation.

costs have changed from being part of a tangible fixed
asset to being a separate intangible asset, which can

The ICAEW has put together a number of pieces of

change the complexion of the statement of financial

guidance for its members on the accounting and tax

position and depreciation/amortisation policies.

implications of intercompany loans. Overall, it should be
remembered that intercompany items are not a special

Leases

case of financial instrument and should not be treated

Under FRS 102 there is no longer a rebuttable

casually.

presumption regarding a lease being a finance lease if
the present value of lease payments was 90% or more

We find that many companies apply the requirements of

of the fair value. In practice this has not had a significant

sections 11 and 12 of the standard in full and do not

impact as judgement was always required, and the

appreciate that this is an accounting choice. It is very

criteria for making the judgement have not changed.

rare that the IAS 39 and IFRS 9 recognition and

However, it was noticeable that many lease agreements

measurement provisions have been adopted. The latter

in the past were structured so that the 90% test was

is rather ironic in that it means IFRS 9 is available for UK

not quite met. Not having a quoted figure arguably

GAAP preparers before it is available for IFRS preparers.

helps to remove bias and to encourage judgements

We presume that in due course the choices available will

based on substance.

be revisited given the demise of IAS 39.
Lease incentives are now spread over the whole lease
We sometimes find there is a knowledge gap around

term rather than just the period to the first market rent

the effective interest method. Under old UK GAAP, many

review, which better captures the substance of lease

companies did not need to use this method. Even well

arrangements as a whole.

after FRS 102 transition, companies can of course enter
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Government grants
FRS 102 provides a choice between the performance
and accrual models for recognising Government grants,
whereas old UK GAAP (and IFRS) mandate the accrual
model. The charities SORP based on FRS 102 in fact
mandates the performance model. The performance
model will in a number of cases be simpler and can
result in grants being recognised earlier.

Mergers and acquisitions
Under old UK GAAP, where merger accounting was
permitted it was required. Under FRS 102, there are
many group reconstructions or similar transactions
which can be accounted for using either merger or
acquisition accounting. Having a choice of treatments
can be helpful, if there is a desire to provide more
meaningful information by fair valuing assets and
because of the impacts on distributable earnings.

Goodwill

Deferred tax

Under FRS 102, goodwill needs to be assessed for

FRS 102 brings in deferred tax considerations that did

possible impairment every year. Any impairments to it

not exist in old UK GAAP, notably on property

cannot later be reversed. Also, the maximum useful life

revaluations and business combinations.

for it when it cannot otherwise be reliably estimated
has reduced from 20 years to 10 years compared to old

For tangible fixed assets that are not depreciable (which

UK GAAP.

can include both investment property and nondepreciable property, plant and equipment), deferred

Employee benefits

tax is recognised based on their fair values, usually

Actuaries have generally been prepared with the

based on the assumption that they will be sold.

change in how to calculate net interest cost. What has
caused more issues is that the legally responsible entity

For business combinations, deferred tax is recognised on

in a group needs to account for the defined benefit

the difference between the values at which assets (other

cost of a group plan if there is no agreed basis for

than goodwill) are recognised (generally fair values) and

splitting the costs between the entities. This has had

their tax bases. The deferred tax recognised adjusts the

significant commercial implications, including for

amount attributed to goodwill in the combination. In

dividends, given the relative sizes of many businesses

practice this could be a large adjustment.

and their pension plans.

Related parties
Section 28 of FRS 102 provides guidance on employee

FRS 102 brought in a specific disclosure requirement for

benefits generally, not just pension benefits, which

the remuneration of key management personnel. Key

makes it broader than the old FRS 17. This means that

management personnel always includes directors but it

the accounting for long term incentive plans, for

may include other individuals as well and defining who

example, may have had to change to bring it in line with

they are can be a matter of judgement.

FRS 102.
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Pension scheme accounts

Small entities

FRS 102 and the related revised pensions SORP have

Often the key issue with small companies is ensuring that

brought in the requirements to make fair value hierarchy

the accounts give a true and fair view, notwithstanding

and investment risk disclosures. Following a period in

the limited specific disclosure requirements.

which the FRS 102 hierarchy was very different from
that in IFRS, FRS 102 was later amended to bring it

An example of this would be significant uncertainties

closer in line, although it is still not identical to the IFRS

around going concern. It is difficult to envisage how not

hierarchy. There are some inconsistencies in practice and

including these where they exist could ever result in true

areas where judgement is required, for example

and fair accounts.

investment property.
A specific disclosure requirement for small companies
Investment risk disclosures involve a judgemental

which has raised questions is the disclosure of material

decision on how much detail to give. Practical issues

transactions not under normal market conditions with

have included determining which party is best able to

certain related parties. Determining when a transaction

produce the disclosure (custodians, investment

is ‘not under normal market conditions’ is tricky to

managers or investment advisors).

interpret in practice, for example whether directors’
remuneration is at a market rate.

Errors
It is important to note that prior period errors now need

The ftuture of FRS 102

to be corrected if they are ‘material’, not just if they are

It is not clear when the key new IFRS requirements of

‘fundamental’. This is a wider category and so

IFRS 9, IFRS 15 and IFRS 16 will be brought into FRS

corrections of errors have become a lot more common.

102, assuming they will (although the recognition and

Care needs to be taken in differentiating errors from

measurement provisions of IFRS 9 are already optional).

changes in accounting policy or changes in estimates.

Now would probably be a bad time to be a group with
both IFRS and FRS 102 preparers given that these
standards will lead to a (possibly long) period with very
different accounting requirements. FRS 101 could
become a more attractive option.
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Strategic report requirements
Here we set out the main obligations a UK company has with regards to its strategic
report.
What is the background to the requirements?

not need to be a separate one for the parent.

The requirements were brought in by The Companies

Companies Act 2006 s414A(4) explains that ‘A Group

Act 2006 (strategic report and directors’ report)

strategic report may, where appropriate, give greater

Regulations 2013 and apply for periods ending on or

emphasis to the matters that are significant to the

after 30 September 2013.

undertakings included in the consolidation, taken as a
whole’.

The overtall objective for a strategic report is that it
should contain enough information such that a

• Limited liability partnerships (LLPs) are currently
exempt.

shareholder or other stakeholder can use it to
prospects, with further ‘drill-down’ as necessary in the

Does the strategic report replace the
directors’ report?

rest of the annual report. It should be balanced,

No. A directors’ report is still required for all companies,

comprehensive and understandable.

unless they are ‘micro-entities’ (a stricter requirement

understand the entity’s performance, position and future

than ‘small’). The introduction of the strategic report has
In certain circumstances companies have the option of

arguably rendered the directors’ report something of a

distributing the strategic report with supplementary

compliance exercise. Unfortunately there are still

material to its members rather than the full annual

requirements for the directors’ report that would also sit

report. It is therefore advantageous if the strategic

within the strategic report, for example certain risk

report is as ‘standalone’ as possible.

exposures and likely future developments. Companies
often address this by cross-referencing where

The strategic report should be seen as an opportunity

appropriate between the two reports, or to the financial

for firms to describe the development of the business

statements themselves.

during the year and get key messages across to readers,
although it does need to be balanced.

Is there a concept of materiality when
preparing the strategic report?

Which entities does this apply to?

Yes. The strategic report should contain only information

• All companies and qualifying partnerships

that is material to shareholders. We would expect this to

(partnerships in which all the general partners are

operate in a similar way to materiality in a set of

limited companies) that do not meet the definition of

financial statements, although in the case of the latter it

‘small’ are caught by the requirement.

is more clear that the needs of all users or potential

• The definition of ‘small’ is a familiar concept in
company law, broadly consistent with audit

users of the financial statements need to be taken into
account.

exemptions and the availability of simplified
accounting regimes. However, the strategic report

Materiality is both a qualitative and a quantitative

exemption can still be taken if the company would be

concept. Certain requirements are ‘black and white’ in

small, except that is a member of an ineligible group.

nature, for example gender diversity disclosure for a

It is therefore the nature and size of the company

quoted company, and cannot be avoided on materiality

itself that needs to be taken into account.

grounds. But, for example, the analysis using KPIs

• The strategic report is company specific and a
company cannot avoid producing one just because its

should include only the KPIs that shareholders would be
likely to be interested in.

parent does, other than as mentioned above.
However, for a parent company, the strategic report

Applying the concept of materiality cuts the clutter in

should be presented on a group basis and there does

the report, making it more concise.
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What are the main items required to be
included in the strategic report?

In the rest of this document we will focus on the main

They are as follows:

produce a strategic report.

requirements applicable for all companies required to

• a fair review of the company’s business;
• a balanced and comprehensive analysis of the entity’s

Balanced and comprehensive analysis

(or group’s) performance in the year, and its position

This should complement the financial statements, but

at the end of the year;

not duplicate them, much less contradict them. Financial

• a description of the principal risks and uncertainties
facing the entity;

statements are subject to numerous requirements
governing their content and are therefore often

• an analysis using financial key performance indicators;

necessarily long. The analysis in the strategic report is

• any directors’ report disclosures considered to be of

the directors’ opportunity to tell the ‘story’ behind the

strategic importance.

numbers, how the entity’s position has developed over
time and how it is likely to do so in the future. Indeed

A large company (one that breaches the threshold for a

the analysis can discuss resources of the company that

‘medium sized’ company) is also required to include to

might not even be reflected in the financial statements

the extent appropriate, analysis using non-financial KPIs.

as assets, for example its brand strength or its
employees.

Quoted public companies are also required to include
the following, where relevant:

The analysis should be balanced. Negative aspects of

• the main trends and factors likely to affect future

position or performance should not be glossed over. The

development, performance and position;
• information about the company’s impact on the

analysis should be free from bias. The strategic report is
subject to scrutiny by the statutory auditor; indeed it is

environment, the company’s employees and social,

now specifically referred to in the Auditor’s Report, and

community and human rights issues;

accompanies fully audited financial statements so it is

• a description of the company’s strategy and business
model;

likely that any misleading statements or presentations
will be challenged.

• a breakdown by gender of the company’s directors,
senior managers and employees.

The analysis should be free from jargon. It may help the
layperson to understand the company’s position better

Although the above requirements are explicit for a

than the financial statements can, which necessarily use

quoted public company, arguably some of them may be

accounting language.

required for other companies if relevant to achieve the
overall aims of the strategic report.
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Principal risks and uncertainties
‘Principal’ means exactly that. Companies should be
selective when making this disclosure and focus on the
quality and comprehensiveness of how they explain the
impact of each risk or uncertainty. Risks and
uncertainties can be internal or external, financial or
non-financial. They are likely to be the issues that
directors spend most time discussing; colloquially what
‘keeps them up at night’.
The wording should make it clear to the reader what the
impact or potential impact is in each case. We also
expect this disclosure to develop over time, as risks are
not managed or mitigated once and for all. The report
should therefore explain if new risks or uncertainties
have been added, and progress made in addressing
previously disclosed items.
Some risks will apply to all companies within a certain
sector or economic environment; others will be a
function of management’s policies and company specific
circumstances. Companies are therefore encouraged to
benchmark their disclosures against the strategic reports
of comparable companies (as they are publicly available)
but not to rely solely on this.
The very usage of the term ‘uncertainties’ means that
directors should not shy away from including items
where it is not possible to make a definitive assessment

As with principal risks and uncertainties, the KPIs

or reliably quantify the impact. A classic example of this,

should be selectively chosen and would be the

likely to be relevant for some years to come, is Brexit. It

measures most discussed in Board meetings to assess

is far better to set out the key areas of concern and

the company’s position and performance. Note that

admit that the directors are still assessing the

although non-financial KPIs are strictly only required

implications, than to be silent. That said, the report

for larger companies, in some cases their inclusion

should be as helpful to the reader as possible.

could be reasonably expected in the interests of
comprehensiveness. For example, it would be unnatural

Analysis using financial key performance
indicators (KPIs)

not to include occupancy rates in the case of a hotel.

The word ‘analysis’ is very important here. Some

what is being measured and, if relevant, how. If the

companies have interpreted this requirement as being

measures do not immediately mesh with the financial

simply a table of numbers. However, as with the analysis

statements (for example an adjusted profit figure) this

of position and performance, this should ‘tell the story’,

should be explained so readers are not confused if they

i.e. interpret and explain the raw data. If possible,

attempt to compare the two.

The analysis should make it clear to a non-expert reader

shareholders should not have significant unanswered
questions in their minds having read the analysis.

A balance should be struck between making this
analysis entity-specific (as the strategic report should

Presenting comparative data provides important context.

above all not be boilerplate) and making it comparable

How many years to give comparative data for is a matter

by including KPIs that the reader would naturally expect

of judgement for the directors.

for the sector in question.
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Appendix: Companies Act requirements
The following table sets out the specific wording from the Companies Act. This excludes
requirements that are specific to quoted, traded, banking or insurance companies.
Paragraph
reference

Subject

Wording

414A(1)

Overall requirement

The directors of a company must prepare a strategic report for each
financial year of the company.

414A(2)
414B

Small companies

Subsection (1) does not apply if the company is entitled to the small
companies exemption.
A company is entitled to the small companies exemption in relation to
the strategic report for a financial year if:
• it is entitled to prepare accounts for the year in accordance with the
small companies regime; or
• it would be so entitled but for being or having been a member of an
ineligible group.

414A(3) and (4)

Groups

For a financial year in which:
• the company is a parent company; and
• the directors of the company prepare group accounts,
The strategic report must be a consolidated report (a group strategic
report) relating to the undertakings included in the consolidation.
A group strategic report may, where appropriate, give greater
emphasis to the matters that are significant to the undertakings
included in the consolidation, taken as a whole.

414C(1)

Overall purpose

The purpose of the strategic report is to inform members of the
company and help them assess how the directors have performed their
duty under section 172 (duty to promote the success of the company).

414C(2)

High level
requirements

The strategic report must contain:
• a fair review of the company’s business; and
• a description of the principal risks and uncertainties facing the
company.

414C(3)

Balanced and
comprehensive
analysis

The review required is a balanced and comprehensive analysis of:
• the development and performance of the company’s business during
the year; and
• the position of the company’s business at the end of that year.
Consistent with the size and complexity of the business.

414C(4)-(6)

KPIs

The review must, to the extent necessary for an understanding of the
development, performance or position of the company’s business,
include:
• analysis using financial KPIs; and
• where appropriate, analysis using other KPIs, including information
relating to environmental matters and employee matters.
Key performance indicators means factors by reference to which the
development, performance and position of the company’s business
can be measured effectively.
Where a company qualifies as medium-sized in relation to a financial
year (see sections 465 to 467), the review for the year need not
comply with these requirements so far as they relate to non-financial
information.
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Paragraph
reference

Subject

Wording

414C(11)

Matters of strategic
importance

The strategic report may also contain such of the matters otherwise
required by regulations made under section 416(4) to be disclosed in
the directors’ report as the directors consider are of strategic
importance to the company.

414C(12)

Relationship to
accounts

The report must, where appropriate, include references to, and
additional explanations of, amounts included in the company’s annual
accounts.

414C(14)

Prejudicial disclosures

Nothing in this section requires the disclosure of information about
impending developments or matters in the course of negotiation if the
disclosure would, in the opinion of the directors, be seriously
prejudicial to the interests of the company.

414D(1)

Approval and signing

The strategic report must be approved by the board of directors and
signed on behalf of the board by a director or the secretary of the
company.

414D(2) and (3)

Non-compliance

If a strategic report is approved that does not comply with the
requirements of this Act, every director of the company who:
a. knew that it did not comply, or was reckless as to whether it
complied, and
b. failed to take reasonable steps to secure compliance with those
requirements or, as the case may be, to prevent the report from
being approved, commits an offence.
A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable:
• on conviction on indictment, to a fine;
• on summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding the statutory
minimum.
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